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Oposition Mounts At FTU

ADDRESS CORRECTION REQUESH:D

Board Of Regents_To Meet
ministration as well as the
stu dent body .
Dr. Charles Millican, President
of FTU, said this suggestion
"places a major burden for the
· proposal of budget cuts next year
on only two of the nine universities in the system. It seems to
me that all of the univeISities
should share in this burden of
budget reduction ."
Millican feels that if lower
division cuts are necessary, they
should be done at all the state
universities, including the

By Richard 'frock
The Boa rd of Regents will vote
•

e?ru~ry 3 on a resolution by

their fmance committee to limit
spending, by abolishing the
freshman class at two state
universities
Florida
Technological University and the
University of South Florida, for
the '75-76 and '76-77 school years.
r.Qis move, which will cost as
,
as 00 faculty pooitions at
nJ alone, has already drawn
s' ~ong opposition from the ad-

. . . . . . . . . ...,. . . . . . . . . .,,,111110#
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By Jim Holmes
civic groups in conjunction with a
lecture.
. The p~ogram was a public
mformation effort designed to
inform people about energy
problems.
The machine was discovered
missing1:he next morning at 9 :45
Univ er s ity P oli c-e spokes me~
said .
The machine is useiess
however, without the pow e ;
source , not taken by the thieves
leading investigators to con~

jecture that it wa~ taken merely
for its electronic parts.
.
Dr. Bruce Nimmo, a cainpus ·
technical engineering professor
said the computer is worth in th~
neighborhood of $4000 to $5000.
Because it was government
property, the FBU 1as been call ed
in to assist in th e in vestigation .
According to Title 18 of the U.S.
Code, the crime carries with it a
penalty of $10,000 in fines and-or
ten years imprisonment.

Have you seen this computer? The unit was stolen from campus last Wednesday.

measure will pass . "I think we
are going to look long and hard
before we do something this
drastic. "Granted that we have a bad
financial situation which I think
will get worse, ~me cutbacks
will have tu be made and there
are a number of alternatives that
we can adopt before taking such a
drastic step .
One of these alternatives involves the patenting and
marketing of a device known as
the "carbon dioxide power
generating
cycle ,"
which
genera~s electricity through the
absorption and liberation of
carbon dioxide gas, inventoo by
Dr. Bruce Nimmo, Dr. Ronald
Ev ans and Dr. Thomas Hartman
a Il FTU engineering professors'.
The contract specifies the
distribution of royalties between
the inventors, the University and
a non-profit research firm based
in New York . The agreement
mu st be approved by the Board to
be put int.o effect.

Faculty Fights
BOR Proposal

January 31, 1975

FBI Hu-n ts Stolen Computer

An analog computer known as
t~e Environmental-Energy
Simulator · was stolen from a
University vehicle, after 5:00
p. m. Wednesday, January 22. No
suspects or lea els have yet been ' ..
· uncovered in the case.
~
The computer was part of an
_nergy game" sp.ons0red by the
Atomic Energy Commission ·
through a federal grant.
The machine simulated conditions of energy resources and
depletions and y.ras presented to

-

J.C. said his fall enrollment is
ainost at capacity now.
FTU enrolled 1,472 freshmen
la st fa 11 and anticipates an
enrollment of 1,800 in fall of this
year. There are about 2, ':'00 freshmen and sophomores at FTU this
year.
College officials feel that losing
the freshman class would mean
losing the sophomore class,
because it is felt to be
academically unsound to switch
schools between the first and
second year.
Another reason for strong
protest is that 95 per cent of the
students commute to FI'U. The
increase in cost to go away and
boo rd would be too much for a Jot
of students to afford.
Hal Hardin, a student at Winter
P .a rk High School , plans to attend
FTU in the 76-77 term. To go to
Florida State, he would have to
apply for financial aid to help pay
for his education .
Regents Chairman Marshall
Criser doesn't think that the

University of .Florida at
Gainesville and Florida State and
Florida A&M in Tallahassee, as
these schools also have Community Colleges in their areas.
The local community colleges,
Valencia Community College and
Seminole Junior College both
agree that they couldn't take in
the number of students FTU
would lock out.
James Gollattscheck ,
President of Valencia, says he is
facing budget cuts and Richard
Sewell, Registrar of Seminole

1

An emergency Faculty and
Administration meeting was
called at 4:00 p.m. Tuesday by
Dr.
Millican,
to
discuss
University budgetary problems
and to form strategy for the
· Board of Regents meeting which
5 to be held here at FTU at 10 ~00
a .m . Monday morning in the VC
a 5.5embly room.
The meeting will be open to
faculty, administration , and
students.
Millican began the meeting by
reviewing the current financial
problems . He said the Governor
has requested that the Board of
Re gents reduce its current
budget by over 138 million
dollars. He continued, "We will
be able to reduce our expenditures by the amount
required ."
An outline of steps to reduce
expenditures by $450 thousand
has already been sent to the
Chancelor 's office.
We were able to meet the
request by eliminating vacandes
which were not filled , placing a
freeze on all but vital travel and
cutbacks in ·OPS funds .
Governor Askew recently
requested that the BOR reduce
its '7 5-' 76 budget proposa ls to
keep them at the current '74-'75
level. In compliance with th~
request, the Finance Committee
for the Board of Regents put
together last week a group of
a ltematives to cut about 70
million dollars from the present
budget proposals .
·
The Faculty meeting was held
to discuss strategy to prevent
FTU and USF from taking the
bi.int of the budget cuts by
eliminating freshman
and
s~homore classes.

Millican said "We feel that we
can meet our share of the
reductions in the budget without
denying admission to the
University of any qualified
students.
"We don't know how much they
want us to reduce expenditures
eyood this year, but if they tell
us, we will make cu~ .
"I feel sure with the budget
cuts there would be some faculty
cuts, but we are holding some
pooitions fro:zen and some laps
and short term positions vacant.
Firing of faculty is not likely in
any respect, provided freshman
classes aren't cut.'
In an eHort to discourage the
BOR from adopting the proposal
of the Fin a nee Committee,
community leaders have been
con ta c!in g . the
Board of
Regents , Legislative leaders in
Orange ,
Seminole ,
Lake ,
Brevard , and Volusia counties
have been contacted and they are
e xploring legislative channels
through which to thwart the
recommendations .
Dr. Millican has ·contacted the
regents expressing his disapproval of the recommendations.
The University of South Florida ·
is also ta king action t o help th. wart the -proposed elimination of
freshmen.
Millican reported that by State
Law, a change of "this
magnitude" requires a 21 dqy
delay.
The earliest date which the
Finance Committee recommendations could be approved
would be March tenth , but the
recommendations could be
defeated at the Monday meeting .

BOR MEETING
Monday VCAR 10:30 ·P ublic Welcome

1
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FSA .G rant DeadUne Moved Up
By Bill Squitieri

The deadline for filing for a
Florida Student Assistance Grant
for the 1975-76 school year is
March l.
Last year the deadline was
May 1. It has been changed
because in the past, awards were
made in late August and September. The applicant would not
know until then if he would be
able to attend college.
The state legislature will
authorize the funds earlier this
·ear so the applicant will learn
earlier that he can attend college.
Donald M. Baldwin, director of
student financial aid, said it was
of the "utmost urgency" to get
the application in as soon as
possible.
Baldwin said a student could
receive from $200 to $1200 a year
that he would not have to pay
back under this program. "If one
person is motivated to complete
this process it may assist him to
get $1200 free ," Baldwin said.
Baldwin also said that there
were many students who were
eligible but who did not realize
they were eligible. He said that
out of 630 applicants. 90 are now

receiving aid under this grant.
To be eligible for a Florida
Student Assistance Grant the
applicant must:
'
. Be a~U . S. citizen.
. Have resided in Florida for at
least 24 consecutive months
before the beginning of the
academic year for which the
application is made.
. Be enrolled or accepted as a
full time undergraduate in an
eligible institution in Florida.
. Show financial need.
In order to file for a Florida
Student Assistance Grant the
applicant must submit a~ application to the Department of
Education in Tallahassee. The
applicant must also obtain a
'Parents' Confidential
Statement Booklet" CPCS) or a
"Students Financial Statement"
CSFS).
The PCS must be mailed to the
College Scholarship Service,
Princeton, N.J. and theSFS must
be mailed to the College
Scholarship Service, Berkele-y,
Calif.
The College Scholarship Service will determine if the applicant
needs
financial
assistance. Upon receipt of the

financial needs analysis, · the
Department of Education in
Tallahassee will evaluate and
a ward the appropriate funds.
Last year c.pplicants were
permitted to send a copy of the
application to the Department of
Edu41 tio~ , but this year they are
not permitted to do so.
Brent Reed, counselor of
student financial aid also
stressed th~ importance of filing
the . application as soon as
poss1b~e. Reed said he would be
more than willing to help a
student seeking financial aid.
Baldwin s~id that only $350,000
~as. appropnated for the grant in
its first year. Tihat was four years

o·ECIDE !! !

ago. Baldwin. s~id he expected
about $7 million to be appropriated this year.
The forms for this grant can be
obtained in the office of student
financial Aid in room 282 of the
administration building. Baldwin
and R~ed's offices are also
located m room 282 and are open
from 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Monday through Friday. No
appointment is necessary.
There are 25 other financial aid
programs offered.
"We would be more than happy
to assist in completing this
process and in completin~ forJ?1S
f~r any other ~f o~r 25 fma.nc1al
aid programs, said Baldwm.

lllT LANIAITEI .
lllEITIYAN
VllLLliEEI

Scl)olarship Offered _
The annual Delta Delta Delta
Service Projects scholarship
competition will be held on the
campus of Florida Technological
University beginning February 7,
1W5.
Applicants should be weli. __ qualified _students. __!howi!!_g
promise of valuable service
their chosen field.
Tri Deltas at FTU will grant
two awards of $200 each.

m--

Activity Calendar
Jan. :11-Feb. (i

All local winners in the colleges
where there are Tri Delta
chapters will automatically be
eligible for one of the $1000
awards to be made by Delta
Delta Delta's national Service
Projects Fund, if the application
is sub~itte~ bv March 15 1975.
A.p plication
forms
are
available from the Dean of
Women, the Director of Financial
Aid,. or the Service Projects
Chairman of the Tri Delta
chapter on campus.
Completed applications must
reach the Service Projects
Chairman of the chapter, the
Dean of Women, or the Director
of Financial Aid on or before
March 5. 1Q7'-

FRIDAY : 2:00, g:30

s:Jo
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>NEXT WEEK<
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EVENT
Friday. Jan.

::1

location

Baptist Campus Ministry mtg.
Pa nhellcnic-Mr. LPgs-Miss Biceps
t'C' Homc.'Coming Activities
M ovir.-Exccutive Ac:tion
Stu dent Government staff mtg.
\'(' P('gasus Pub
Salurda.v. Feb.

10:00 a.m.
10:30 a.m.
11:30 a.m.
?.-oo& 8:30 o.m.
4:00 p.m.
9:00 p.m .

Students.

,\D.112
\"(' Patio An•a
\ '(' Crt•<.•n

Get a threesome
1 Bedroom Furnished

\TA H
\T :200
<·a f'e tc• ri a

2 Twin beds in Bedroom

r

Student Ac:ctg Society party
STAR TREK DAN DANCE Homecoming
Mo\'ie Exl'Cutive Action
·
Basketball FTU \'S Rollins

11 :00 a.m.
8:00 p.m.
8:30 p.m.

1 Sofa bed in Living Room

I .a kt• C'ln ire
. MPH
\ ' ('AH
\\.intc•r Park High

1 50 .,..;.-- 3

!\lass .

Wrestling FTU-U. of Kv.
Zt'ta Tnu Alpha-mtg. ·
TKE-mtg.

9:00 a.m.
11 :00 a.m .

2:00p.m.
6:30 p.m.
7:00p.m.

\'(' :200

Ttu·sda~· .

8:00 a.m.
11 :OOa.mn.
4 :00 p.m.
6:00 p.m.
6:30 p.m .
7:00-p.m.

\ ' ('AH
\'(' :211. :214

KINGSWAY
Apartments

\'('J\ H ''A"
l\tJ>H

,\I> 144
\'(' :200

'273-5610 I 644-4464 /_6453121

fo:N :!59
EN 121
1·: N

:mo

- - - - - -·....

Ft'h. I

\\"• >nwn's Basketball Entry Deadline
Pia cc.·nwn t-USMC'
ATO Little Sist(•rs llltg.
Baptist Campus Ministry mtg.
IFC' 111tg.
\'
(l<'akcrs nitg.
TKE': Little Sisters mtg.
\ ' ('FAVORS tutoring
Kara tc· L('SS011S
Young Dt'mocrat Meeting

Ba ·ketball FTU \'S Fla M· M U.
S1·co11dary Educ. Dt•pt. IGEC'onf
Plan•nwnt USMC'
FTL' Christain F'l'llowshhip books

Baptist Campus Ministry mtg.
\ ' C FA VOJ.3.S tutoring
AIp ha C'h~ On1ega mtg
Ta mt Class
Karat<.· Lessons
f'>qx.•rinwntal Films
\T r'I\ \'OR. tutoring

9:00a .m .
11 :00 a.m .
11 :00 a.m .
J 2:00 Noon
1 :00 p .m.
7 :00 p.m.
7:30p.m.
6:00 p.m.
4:00 p.m .

\ ' (' Patio

8::l0a.m.
9:00a.m .

l\tPH
\T Patio

11 :00 a.m.
11 :00 a.m .
4:00 p.m .
5:00p.m.
6:00p.m.
6:00 p.m .

7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.

\'(' :21Xl

11 .~ · F A1ts :214
\'(' :200
,., . :200

EUROPE
BOUND

IN ·1s?

\'(' :214

wouldn't you rather come with us?

, . (. :2()()

\Ti\H "A"

l. H :240

\'(' Patio
,\!) 144
\'(' :2011
\'(' :211
\T :214
:\I Pl<
\ ' (' ,\!{

1.a.·t.. ye;;ir ov?r .>OO , OOC,..; udeut.· .·11mrr1err>d in Euro~.e .
And the
t. r ~vel w 1;.e fle w on chart.er;· bec ,111:e i
cor.t· auoi... HALF !
Th1~ ye o.r a
3 we<'k ticket. Lo London i
:J.• ..: . • .t. - .>
·,1 "'PKL r
$'i07 . A11d it:; $·/1 ·1 . fo r over : ix weekw fr~rn
ew
'iork .
( That '. what. the dirlint>t· :·.ay now . I.a:;L (Par Lhe r e
were LW(1 unforca.;t i11crr"a..;c .. ! )
~lciL onl y do Y?U fly. w i h 1i.· :i
};iJlf ,
~1a~t· ynur_chotce uf d.1 r! t\.i·!,, ' , c

\ " P1·rformi11g Arts mtg
E1 ·kancar L1•<.fun·s
<·:1 pta ins 111 tg.
Pn·11roressional Med. Sod ty mtg.
I >1·lta Sigma Pi mtg.
Fla . Engineering Society mtg.
Stlldent S1·nall• mtg.
I1 1 <·profc.• - ·ional Mt•d. Soc:i ty mtg.
Ka ru tc·

111 tg.

L<~sons

IO:OOa.m.
11 :OOa .m.
12:00Noon·
12:00Noon
12:00Noon
12:00 Noon
12:00 Noon
12:00Noon
1 :00 p.111 .
6:00 p.m .

:J<1ll

t:1.1· 1 • 11, ·1. <do1.

r·c•g1.: l"tl.lon fr~t· .
ll:id1•1 r~crJr1t.ly :l1-·:w ii . ; . 1,r,v1 rr ~tf'! 1 rPff. , 11
·~1:1 ll•I •• we 1a11..
· ttl 111i. a I: fl il'"I.
Jiar i1· 1,:u.I..
, 10:1·
I t.ti 1:•:1:•!11 t .·ir.1. .• <111:1 .. l •c:l"tr-1; 1;;1r:h 1 'Ji.~1t: .
ll"j<JJ. •;,!-" :.1•"
1
.11.tt"-'i - i\t.1•1 .. 1 I ·1·1;1•11
lu:1do11 f·.r· rx·.··1lr: , 1•1 .1 · :·r 1
. "1··. 1 • /••111·. · · 11 ., . : '' p1·i l l · Jill• .:•:1• ! .I•• :]" 1 1 • • i ·,. ·, · , .. .
.lu. t ' 1!1• J' l"L• , . r .. 1· t I l'J 1,•I t •• wlic. lt"J' ]toll I i r· "j W" •'i'"'.<I
1 11 : I ,:1 rt l i ! .,
( .! 1 • I'~~ t ! ..•
r '. ('I' .r ll I j 1· I :1 f''
I i I '.I I , ,,
'
,,. r i •• , ...
I ' • t '1 J 1
• ' LJ / 't • I J l '~ f •
I1 I l I •

;.i

t •

\'(' :2()()

. ••.

Ha skt'thall F Tl ,.s Ga. Southwestern
l ' 11 it<.•d Campus Ministry mtg.

1.1.t

, ·1 , ·~ , •, ,,,.111.:k fli r.' tu ri dur1nf; Lltr: .:umm•n· .
i\ 1.d ·111 yo1, ha vu
c1 du Lt
q111 ! if'y
l.
: ·•L:P. J' V!.! yu~r :~f!iJI :1nw' 1ry
"''II! i '"' Jl C10. C•'·'pv:...it. , 1 l u .; $ JO .

Thurscla.v Ft•h. fi

\T Bila rd

,~

273-5610

\TJ\H ''A"

\loncl;1y. F<•b. ::

President's Offi~e BOR
RaptistC'ampus Ministry mtg.
I landicappcd Student union mtg .
Tn•s - 111 tg .
Pi Kappa Alpha mtg .
I .ambda Chi Alpha 111tg.

$50. 00 per mo

Convenient to School
All Recreational Facilities
Ca II Hazel or Geri

Su11da.v. Frb. :!

\'C' Callcry-Da.vid Stillings Poetry thru Feb. 14
St. C'ounc:il Student Body Pres. mo. mtg.

l"i

' t!:

I

\'(' :200

I

II:

.

1 ·1

.

' 1'

I·· .

• ' 1•.

. t;

' : 1, ••
i .• . . . . .

't·

. !•

.

'

l

\'(. :!(}(}

llH-' J\1ts :214
\'(' c;alln~·

800-233-5389

\'(' :200
\T :211

«H
Jr::-.:

11~L

110

:i:m
::no

I·::'\
I·: '.\ :::u;
,,

I

i).!lil Ii1llllll

\T:\I{ ·· A ..

Charter flying is
the biggest bargain
in air travel today
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Collective .Bargaining Statement Issued
By Jim Holmes
The Board of Regents issued at
its January meeting in St.
Petersburg
the
following
statement concerning collective
bargaining:
"The Board of Regents has
received requests from various
groups claiming to represent
certain members of the faculty
for recognition under the new
labor law and the Rules and
Regulations adopted by the
Public Employees Relations
Commission <PERC)."
"The requests differ in many
espects, but primarily concern
he question of the appropriate
bargaining unit for university
faculty members and other
professional employees.''
"We believe that the question
of the . appropriate oorgaining·
unit for faculty members can
most equitably be resolved by
utilizing the hearing procedures
adopted by PERC.
The Board of Regents has so
advised those making requests

and has urged that the
procedures 'of the newly created
Commission be used to settle any
difference between all interested
parties, including the difference
which exist between the various
employee_~roups."

The policy statement in the
statute is clear: "It is the intent
of the legislature that nothing
herein shall be construed to
either encourage or discourage
organization of public employees."
The Board of Regents has
resolved that all of the facts
concerning collective bargaining
should be presented to eligible
faculty members so that, when
an election is held within the
appropriate
unit,
faculty
members will be fully informed
and can make a free and unfettered choice, which includes
the right to engage in collective
bargaining and also the right not
to join an employee group and not
to
engage
in
collective
bargaining.
"Aft.e r due consideration and

weighing the. merits of the
arguments of those who have
espoused the cause for and
against, the adoption of collective
bargaining is not in the best interest of faculties and admi nis tra tive and professional
personnel on the campuses of the
State University System.
The traditional collegial
system of governance and shared
authority which has produced the
outstanding universities of this
state and nation is inconsistent
with and indeed the direct opposite of the adversary process
inherent in collective bargaining,
particularly as it may be applied
to faculty members and other
professional employees.
During the period when the
questions as to the composition of
the appropriate bargaining unit
is being settled and within the
restraints imposed by law on
employers as well as unions,
spokesmen for the Board of
Reg.ent_s wi1l present as ob-

had come extremely close to
violating and Executive Order of
the Governor mandating that
nothing should be done to encourage or discourage the
organization of state employees.

jectively as pos.5ible the views of
the R~gen~s .
During the mean-time, we urge
that the faculties which have
done so much to foster a collegial
spirit in the governance system
of our institutuions consider our
viewpoint."

Dr. Adicks, FTU Chairman of
the American Association of
University Professors, said, "I
think that rollective bargaining is
very much in the best interest of
University faculty.

Dr. Esle.r, President of the
United Faculty of Florida, said
"This is a postion which we obviously expected them to take.
They are in the pre~tion of
management and managers and
they would like to preserve all of
their rights and their autonomy."

The University faculty need to
have a much stronger voice in
important decisions ...as has been
proven by this recent threat of
taking away the freshman class.
Apparently faculty are not even
being consulted on important
issues concerning education."

''It is-certainly open to question
whether it is in the bestinterest of
the faculty anQ university
system, ... we feel that collective
bargaining is in the best interest
of faculty and the university
system."
,

Bring Your
Message to:

Room 215,
Contacr More
Than 6,000

. Esler indicated that the BOR,
by issuing. the policy statement
con_cerning coJlective barg_aining,
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Library, by

Major

P~rkins

Discusses Changes .

· Columns!

Our Ad Deadline

TOP 50 LPs & TAPES
By Vicki Blanchfield
Almost two years ago, Major
Glendon Perkins returned to
Orlando, after spending six and a
half years fu a Communist POW
camp during the Viet Nam War.
Today, he and two members of
hfi family are enrolled at FTU.
Perkins was sent overseas in·
February 1966, where he served
in the Thailand Reconnaissance
Squadro_n.
Five months later, he was
captured by Communist forces,
when his plane was shot down
over Thailand. He remained a
POW until his release in
February 1973.
After his return, Perkins
to go to college, because
"a lot of the men that I lived w'ith
over
there were college
graduates, and I felt that I had
missed something. . Higher
education was something_ that I
had put off for many years while I
was raising my family, and when
the opportunity came, I took
.-advantelge of it."

from
Southeast Asia,
he
responded, "at first it didn't
seem like there were many
changes, because there were so
many impressions totakeinall at
once.
"Orlando had grown like mad
while I was away. A lot of
building was done. Route 436
Disney World and FTU were ali
constructed during m~ absence.
"One of the biggest-changes I
noticed after I'd been back in the
States, was the drastic decline in
the quality of customer services,
such as TV or auto repairs.
Consumers really need an advreate like Ralph Nada:, because
we're at the mercy of a pricefixing system."

d~ided

Perkins explained that while he
was a POW, several members.of
his family were attending FTU.
After he discovered that the
University is not a technical
school as the name implies, he
decided to enroll.
Perkins has been a year-round,
fu Iltime student since Sepfember
1973, majoring in bW?iness administration, within the Air
wee Institute of Technology
ram. This system allows
s vicemen to attend a civilian
institution . . under a mutual
agreement between the participating school and the Air
Force.
Perkins added, "The Air Force
is sending me to school and after
l graduate. I'll go wherever I'm
stationed. I'll probably receive
an Operational Staff position."
Three of the six members of the
Perkins family now attend FTU.
Mrs . Perkins is a part time
student with an undecided major
and their son is a junior.
majoring in sociology.
The former POW commented.
"l lik going to school here.
bl'CaUSC' of the people I meet. 1
really en.1>y being around the
younger students and I think they
dsplay more awareness than
pa t generations."
When asked what significant
lte rations he noticed in the
l'ountrv as a whole. as well as the
Orta ndo area whc.'n he retumE'd

Perkins pointed out one
positive change that took place
while he was gone ''1 think there
was a tremendous improvement
in the racial climate . Job opportunities increased, living
standards progressed and there
seemed to be less prejudice than
when I left the country in the midSixties. There's still a lot to be
drne, though."
Looking back , the Major
believes that the U.S. invdvement in the Vietnamese war
was justified. He said, "I supported the war effort and I still
believe I was right."
Summing up his sentiments on .
the
President's
amnesty
program he stated, "I agree with
conditional amnesty if a person
comes back and serves time, if
th is will nelp heal the country's
wounds. 1 don't think a person
shoulo live in the U.S. and fail to
fulfill his obligations to his
country, though.
There are rights and privileges
that go along with being a U.S.
· citizen. There is a big division in
the country today, but we have to
obey the law until it's changed."
With regard to present fighting
in Viet Nam. Perkins said that he

f.e els the U.S. has an obligation to
the South Vietnamese as long as
the Communists support L1e
North . However. he stressed that
our country's responsibility
shouki be in the form of "aid,"
not troop commitments.
Pt>rkins added. "I don't think
the South Vietname5e can hold
out \'Cl'. long without our aid ."
Pl'rkins expres.5ed his opinion
l'OJH.:ern ing the Lt. C'.alley court
dl"(.:ision. "I can possibly understand how the situation came

AT LOW DISCOUNT PRICES
about, and we must have controls, but to me, the My Lai
massacre was just a srriall
example of things that happen in
a war. There) s no such thing as a
clean war . Many people are
killed, but that's what wars are
a B about. Soldiers are trained to
kill the enemv."
The Major~ was then asked
several questions concerning
relevant national topics.

"I believe President Ford and
Congress are in a stall position as
far as getting anything constructive done to solve our
economic situation today.
"There may be more politics
involved than most people like to
believe. rather than decisions
being based on the best interests
of the country . I feel that too
much political timing goes into
decisions concerning our nation's
economy."
He personally agrees with the
conviction of the Watergate
defendants, President Nixon's
resignation and Secretary of
State Kissinger's recent warning
to the Middle East oil producers.

"CENTRAL FLORIDA'S LARGEST
RECORD & TAPE STORES"
-

lldlllae1e
•COLONIAL PLAZA-ADJ. J-M . . . . . . . . ORLANDO
•WINTER PARK MALL . . . . . . . . . W1NTER PARK
• ALTAMONTE MALL-ADJ. J-M • . . . • ALTAMONTE

Medical College
Admissions Test
Dental Aptitude
Test
Faculty-conducted question-answer review
sessions to begin next Thursday at 12 :00 noon.
Subject are~s:
ZOOLOGY
INORGANIC CHEMISTRY
BIOLOGY
ORGANIC CHEMISTRY
MICROBIOLOGY
PHYSICS
MSYHRMSYIVD

'

Perkins related. " When we get
hurt enough and industry grinds
to · a halt. the American people
will do S>mething about the
problem .

"We '11 find a reason to justify
action we take against
the Arab countries. Political
action will be tried initially. but
when it comes to strangulating
o.ur country. we'll do more than
ju st talk ."

Wat ch for posters with
further information

wha~vcr

Favoring Women's Lib and the
Youth Liberation Movement to a
certain point he explained .
"There are extremes in either
case. Motivation 'is the key here .
woman is doing the
identical .Pb as a man. she should
receive the same pay. Women
shouki have the same job oppcrtunities too. If
female
i:·ompctes with nw for my job. I'll
just have to work a little harder.
The same degree of responsibility must be accepted U1ough.
accompanying these new opportu n itics . · You don't get
something for free ."

........

A

lafoyaT.ils

$ 70 Per Month
2 Bedroom

"If a

a

P<'rkins has &•rved in the Air
Force for Zl years and plans to
n•side in Orlando when he
l'l'til'l'S .

Apartments

Furnishes
LIGHTED TENNIS COURTS
VOLLEYBALL
BASKETBALL
POOL
RECREATION ROOM
: .. LAUNDRY FACILITIES
. SECURITY
I •

l Mile South of FTU Entrance
Open For Inspection 9-6, 275-8950.
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FLOP.IDA STAT& ( TA&.1.#..MASSEE)

l>Qncl Ids on

THE

Till' Hna rd of lkgPnts has conw up with what FTU's student body
pn·!'idl•nt fl'rms ··,1nnther asinine propa:;al," in the wake of financial
pr11bll'm:-; now plaguing tlw Stat<' of Florida as a wno1e. wnat the plan
;11111111nts to is pla<:ing tlw solution to all the financial problems onto the
. . 1w11ldt•rs llf two ~chools: the University of South Florida and Florida
·1-. ·l'lrnologil'a I l 'n i \'('!'Sit~·.
Thl' proposal to l'liminate the freshman class tn fall quarter and the
:-llphonwn• dass a Y<'ar from that Umr has somr far reaching implications. Takt' tlw College of Engineering, for example. The whole
,·nl!i.tit•ering program is based on a fourye.ar plan .thus if Uw I irst two
'"<lrs \\'l'l'{'l'liminat<•d. tht•wholeprogram would have to be revtsed. if
111 lad it \\'011ld <'\'('11 he possible.
Thl'l'l' is va1iC't:v· in the degree of reaction amon"g \'arious students,
taeultv a11d staff ranging from disb(;'lief to hysteria. Som<' have posed
logica·l reasons why the report from the Financial Committee of the
BllH rd of Rt'f!<'nts is not a good idea. P<.'rhaps a C'ollection of these
rl'asons would be useful to making th<' anwnwnt that they can't do
th~ to r'Tl!"' rnorc• logical and more realistic.

aoss

WORKS NEAi.

\

VNIV£RSITY OF FLORtOA
· (GAIM&:SVtU.£) FOOT8ALL.
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.

THE OFFICIAL 8.0.R. MAP OF
FLORIDA FEA.TURING POINTS

OF INTEREST CPLACES NOT
INDICATED ARE N·OT PART.ICULAR-

LY IMPORTANT) . .

With thc• financial problems hitting many across the state, the trend
,s ror m on• p<.'Opl<' to go back to college with the hope of bettering their
pn'sl'nt financial position. This is really no time to reduce the funding
11f l'ducation. Education is what the taxpayer wants. And if the taxpa~«.'r wants ('duc·a tion. that is what he should rC'Ceive.
P<·opk• will continue to go back to school whether this is imp k· nwntl'd or not. The majority of these people will attend junior
\·olleg<' rather than a four year university if the proposal is put into
aetion. This will nwan that the state will still have to fund the junior
1·olll•ges. and actually have to fund them to a greater <'~tent than at
pr~·scnt thus paying for l'ducation one way or the other.
I

It would he poor planning to <'liminate the only two four-year
1·011<.'gC's in the whole southern portion of the state. This seems unfair
to the n11mh<'r of students harbored in this area. This will mean an .
ncrt•asc in the cost of <'ducation for these students. as they will be
rorct>d tosPnd their studl:!lts away and will have to pay transportation
t1 nd boarding (•xpenses that n1any of these students do notha vc.· to pay
a f tht•prc.1 s~nt tinw. Whc.'n one col')siders that 95 per cent of a II students
at FTl! an• rnmn111ters. it is c.·asy to seet hat a large number of people
\\'1111ld ht• affoct<'d by'this added cost.
I 11 addition. this ~ill .ml'an that there will not be any universities
:-.c.•n·ing any large urban areas anywhtre in the stat<'. At the present
tinll' F'TU and the Un iversity of South Florida are .the only two
111in•rsities located within a large urban area. Thus the location of the
fo11r-yc.•ar mll<'ges wiJI he away from where a large number of
pott>ntial stud<.·nts live.

A,AUP President Speaks Out

1

J11st whl're the freshnwn and "sophcn1ores will go to school is a
q 11c.•stion ii1 itsc If. Tlw presidents of the junior colleges met recently to
cl L-;cuss their financial problems and felt that cutbacks were the only'
<lllSWl'r. !low can the junior colleges have cutbacks and yet at the
sanw timl' be able to accept the large number of additional students
that would be required to attend these junior colleges? Florida State
Un ivcrsitv and the University of Florida would most likely accept as
11;a ny students as they c:an handle each year. If this is the case, hOw
l·an the other state colleges help pick up the additional number r.f
st11d<. nts they would he required to service.
Th l' rnst for rewriting the courses now presently offered at FTU
mHtld hc• tinw rnnsuming and costly. Textbooks would have to be
rN·valuat<•d. Thl' variol.1.5 programs would have to be restructured and
at timl's <·liminatl.•d.
1

Pt• rhaps the bl.'St argument was offered by President Millican when
lw ask<'d why two universities should have to face the blunt of the
financial pn)blem. instead of dividing it equally among the various
1·olll'ges. F'TU is not the only university that has junior colleges in the
imrn l'diat<.· a n.·a. Why shouldn'tother universities with the sam<' set up
that FTU has now g(•t the saml' set up now proposeci by the Financial
C'om111itkl'?
TIH' answff is pretty obvious. Just looking at the ml'mhers of the
Board t>f H.t>gl'nts should answ<•r the question. It is composed of two
l'. ro11ps: tlw pro-U of F and the pro-F'SU. Nobody cares about FTU . In
th<• t>ducation svstt•m in Florida it looks like W<' are last on the list to
1~ l't anything. ·
Don't Id thl' solar t'ncrgy grant fool you. No university can receive
two grants in a row. and it so happened that. U of F had just rc•c.eived
om-. so FTU got th<' grant 1l>11t ll of F was l'Xtrenwlv mad.:. Probably if
I·~n r loses its frc.•shnwn and sophomol'C's, thus losing the College of
F·~nl!ilH•rring hl'cause of its present structure that would he virtually
i111possibl<' to ehange, U of F can have that i...irant hack too. along with
:--onH· of rn1 r stud<'nts. our finef aculty and as it looks anything l' lse they
want.
L<' t's hope that sonwone in th<' Board of ~<·gents has <'nough guts to
L:l'l up on Monday and say that the finance committee doc.•s not have ·a
:-.11ita bl<' program. that the program is not fair or perhaps that it is not
il1 thc• best int<'rcst of the university system. And if this does not
happc.•n. let's hopC'.that c•no~gh of our legislators l'are about FTlJ to
lll'ip ket•p us what wt• art'. and allow us fo strive for what W<' want to
IJt•conw . How can Wl' "r<'ach for the stars" if sonwbody c·uts our lt>gs
off'!

.
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This
public
documenl
was
promulgated at an annual cost ot
S33,564.35, or 18 .6 cents per copy, to
inform lhe FTU community of related
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Annual advertising revenue of
Sl6 ,728 79 defrayed 49 ._84 per cent ot
th11' annua'1 co;;t.
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Editor:
It is human nature to Gver-

reaet when in a state of panic ..
And the Finance Committee of
the Board of Regents is trying to
get the Board to over-react when
they recommend throwing out
the freshman class at FTU and
dumping scores of talented
faculty out into the cold. People
responsible for education have to
think about decades and
generations, not just about this
year's budget. The Board of
Regents must nor be allowed to
rashly scrap, even temporarily,
the option for central F1oridians
to acquire a unified education at
a
single
four-year
state
university .
Ten yea rs ago the Legislature
and Board of Regents decided
that the Orlando area needed a
state university. Now it would be
short-sighted of either of them to
let a temporary sag in the
economy scare them int.o dumping a plan that was intended to
have long-range benefits. It is
foolish to suppose that the nearby
junior colleges can absorb nearly
3 ,000 more students, and absurd
· to leave some universities intact
simply because they are blessed
.with football teams.
There are other ways to cut
costs, but they should awly to all
the system, not just to FTU and
USF. Start at the head. Let the
Regents call in consultants from
outside Florida to study the time
and expense wasted by tbe
Chancellor's office on countless
reports and on paper-piling
boondoggles like the wastful and
inimical
Common
Course
Renumbering Project. . Then
study the ranks of administrators
on local campuses required to fill
of the blanks sent them
in
from Tallahassee. Cut out 50 per
cent of the paperwork. Consider
other questions: Can some
academic units be consolidated?
Can community relations efforts
be pooled with Rollins, Valencia,

all
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Editor In C::h1ef

·LETTERS·
The FuTUre welcomes letters, but
cannot consider tor publication <1ny
letters not bearing th~ writer's
sionature and address . However,
n,1mes w i ll be withheld upon request.
1 he r1oht 1s'reserved to ec;iit or refuse
puul ic At1on of letters deem " ct 01>
·1ccl1onnblc or 1n poor taste

Seminole, and Brevard? Can
FTU share some facilities with
these other · schools? Can administrators be on nine-month
contracts, as teachers are, and
also subject to reduction in
numbers during the summer
term? Can the summer term be ·
curtailed or even eliminated?
Many local problems con-

cerning the use of university
resources were explored last
year in the Self-Study. Let's dust
off the Self..Study and seriously
consider many of its recommendations.
Sincerely,
Richard Adicks
President
FTU chapter of AA UP

can'tcome to FTU anymore. And
The Finance Committee of the
they save lots of money that way,
Board of Regents wants to turn
right? I mean, it shouldn't cost
FTU into a glorified junior
too much to rewrite all of the
college. Surprised? Well you
books and catalogues on FTU and·
shouldn't be. After all, there is a
USF, and hire new profs, build
war on. A war against inflation.
new buildings and offer more
And everyone is going to have to
courses at the junior colleges to
bite the belt Cor something like
handle the rWl-off. Should it?
that> , Anyway, the economic
situation plays no favorites. And
Besides, FTU and USF will be
it seems to me that the Board has
much better off as upper-levelacted accordingly. Yes, they
·
two-year-something-or-other
have · confronted a difficult
universities. This is not a new
problem and come up with an
concept in Florida by any means.
equitable solution without regard
There are four state universities
to politics or preferences. Drastic
in the system that operate under
cuts have been proposed for each
this idea. It has been tried and·
state university from the small
ones with few alumni and no
proven to be a pretty ineffective
football team.
way to run a university. A twoNow this is where FTU comes
upper-year-blah-de-blah
university has many pistinct
in. We <and USF> have been
chosen to reeeive the honor of
disadvantages over a four year
becoming an upper-ievel-twouniversity. For example, if yo
year-something-or-other
are a junior and you change y
u::iversity : Which means we , major, you get to go back to
could lose our Freshmen and
junior college to pick up your
Sophomore classes, a bWlch of
lower level courses.
professors and lots of state
So let's tighten our bullets
dollars. But it is all for the best,
F.T.U! I.t looks like we get to be
.don't you see. Because the state
the sacrificial virgin. Unless, of
could take those dollars they
· course, a lot of students show up
saved ·on us and spend them on
at the BOR meeting in the VCAR
the junior colleges that are
on Monday, Jan. 3 at 10 a.m. and
supposed to handle all of the
indicate that they are not virgins
freshmen and sophomores who
and don't want to be sacrificed.
1
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VCC
., Opposes

~resh1nan
Editor:
The Florida State Board of
Regents is considering a plan to
eliminate
Freshman
and
Sophomore classes here at
Florida Technological University
and the Unjversity of South
Florida, because of a recommendation from the Regents
Financial Committee to ease

Expresses Feeling Of Opposition

budget problems. Governor
Askew will not allocate any increase in funds to the university
system, because of the state of
our economy.
It occurs to me that there are
better ways to balance the state's
budget and fight inflation other
than undermining the high
standards of education at these

Student Protests Book Prices
Editor;
I have been going to FTU for
over 3 years and I have noticed
how the prices for textbooks
haven 't just increased , they have
skyrocketed.
I realize that the price of paper
is rising, but not enough to justify
the rise in the cost of FTU's
textbooks.
A perfect example is my ENGR
483 textbook. It has 237 pages, is
in hardback, and was written in
1969. The price of the book is
$16.50:
If a student xeroxed the book it
would cost · only $5.9S Cif we
xeroxed 2 pages at a time). But
since the textbook has a hardcover, the students must pay an
extra $10.50 to bring the price of
the book up to $16.50. The xerox~d-

FTU Bus Fails
Today marks the end of the sixmont,h trial period of the FTU
Bus. There will be no renewal .
Bob Lorah General Manager
of the Orange-Seminole-Osceola
Tr a nspor ta tio n Authority ,
recommended that the service be
minated due to low ridership.
·--<'

-

The route , which was cons is tently plagued with low
ridership problems, had its
d ficit underwritten by the
Department of Transportation.
Lorah said he could see better
uses (or the taxpayer's m~ney.

copy would cost almost 3 times
less than .the hardcovered
edition.
A Business Law book with 1.263
pages, a hard coter, and 3 times
as heavy costs only $12.50. If
publishers use the cost of paper
as an excuse for the rise in prices ,
then why wasn't this book effected?
There are 90 people in this class
so McGraw and H1U publishing
Co. made $1,390 selling the book
to the class but the xeroxed
version c-0sts only $503.00. Isn't
there someway a class can get
less expensive books from their
· teachers?

Kevin J. Murphy
P .S. Both books were bought at
the bookstore at the same time.

our responsibility as poosibly the
ast freshman class at Florida
· Technological ·University to
protest this as a clearly unwise
proposal and to dd our best to
insure the high school students
that they will have an equal
opportunity for the best
education pos.sible.
The future of the state of
I urge you to write to the
Florida, and the entire nation lies
Florida State Board of Regents,
a hn ost completely with those of
the Florida State Legislature
us in the universities and high
and Governor Askew, in strong
schools . To take away the
protest , and also to be present
chances of a good education from
when the State Board of Regents
those who may be well q ual ifi ed
meets here February 3rd.
but unable to afford private or out
We have the right and
of state schools. will ultimately
cause reprecussions in every way
responsibility to be heard in this
very serious matter, so please,
of life .
let's make sure they hear, and
I is te n to us .
Less educational oppcrtunities ,
less qualified people for highly
Molly A . Mcintyre
demanding jobs will worsen the
Freshman, FTU state of our nation.

two particular institutions, and
consequently the entire state of
Florida. One example being a
state lottery, w1tn proceeds going
to education, this idea already
has been tested and proven in the
state of New York.

Th e way to fight inflation is not
by cutting jobs but creating jobs.
To put our highly skilled and
qualified professors , teachers
and assistants in the ranks of the
unemployed would only worsen
inflation, not in any way curb it.

Posed with the irony of the bus
failure during an energy crunch,
Lorah said there was no "apparent (Jlergy crisis" in the sense
that students ould still get plenty
· nf gas for their cars if they were
willing to pay the high prices."
If gas is rationed. L<lrah admits. such a route could have
better response. "But we can't
rn it for that."

Sincerely,
Dave Hosman
Counselor

"I got my job
through the
State Department
of Vocational
Rehabilitation!'

george stun~~~
B&L ILLUMINATED
- --.___: MAGNI Fl ER
~'

~ 11'~check with

"' \ $11. 80

I'

......
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I am not an economist by any
means but I do know common

sense and I believe what has been
stated above is what most persons would consider better
judgment.
Dr . Louis Murray, former
Board of Regents member, our
own Dr . Milli.can , and local high
school principals are taking a
stand against the Board of
Regents proposal. Now I feel it is

Lens size
3%" x 2"
115 volt lamp
eS

Mildred Hudson,

d

Coding and Terminations Clerk
Standard Security Life lnsurarn:e.

- both adjustable.

~george Stuart

"Get on the WAGON
With Us!!
YOU GET MORE FOR YOUR MONEY AT HAYSTACK!

"we only LOOK expensive!!
. 2 pools

.2 tennis courts

m

The U .S. Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare .
A f'>.,1)1..- Sc<"<:col T"°' Newsoooo<
& lhC Ad.,Cfl•Slng Council

.3 club houses
According to Lorah, 50 per cent
occupancy would be the figure
required to keep the route
financially solvent . or about 80
fares per ·day. Actually ridership
averages about 30 oer day.

Editor:
Re: The artide in the January
17, 1975 Future, entitled "Getting
Expands Program". I am a
Counselor-Instructor at Valencia
Community College and have
occasion to be on FTU's campus
from time to time. I read the
article on my last trip there and
discovered what I considered to
be a misrepresentation and
certainly a misunderstanding.
From the article, " 'There is a
real need for upward mobility in
nursing in Central Florida,' said
Getting, who is exploring a
program
in
nursing
for
Registered Nurses , Community
College Grqduates , and those
holding hospital diplomas ."
From that statement your
readers might draw the conclusion that there is a difference
between RN 's, comm unity
college grads and hospital
program graduates. An RN is an
RN because he:she passed the ·
State Boards and there is no
distinction made at that point
concerning their training. Your
article makes 1t sow1d as if there
is a classification or degree
within the RN and that is not true.
I hope that your oversight or
misrepresentation was unintentional. I enjoy getting news
from FTU other than through
professional contacts. Keep up
the good work.

. saunas
.volleyball court
.basketball court
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stu ent government
ticket sub.sidy
·p rogram
.. .
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.

T~ckets
-
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For All ·
.

EASTERN FEDERAL THEATRES· INCLUDING: ·

Northgcite 1, 2, 3, 4,
· .C onwa.y 1, 2
.

'

,

~

OrGnge Blossom 1, 2

$1.25
Other ·movie subsidies include:

University Drive-In
WometcO
Park
East & West
..
.
\

·c olony ·
Beacham

Plaza Re.eking Chairs 1. 2

VC 216 9:00 am VC -2 16 4:00 pm
VC 216 Mon. VC. 216 Fri. VC 216
,

.

~

Once Upon A Stag~ .
· Dinner Theatre · ·
.

..

.

...

.

.Tickets Good ·Only Tue Wed, Thufs, & Sun 1

,

-

. $5.00 Includes
Dinner ·& Show
VC 205
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afternoon.
TAU KAPP A_ EPSILON

SIGMA CHI
The Brothers of Eta Pi Chapter
celebrated their first-anniversary
last Saturday at the Rodeway
Inn. The evening. began with a
banquet and a few words from
Florida's Grand Praetor Ed
Freeland.
·
'
Consul <President) Bill .Beekman presented the Best Pledge
Award to Bob Gallagher .
Music was provided by Harpoon. Later in the evening, the
B~others entertained the guests
with a selection of Fraternity
songs.
CONGRATULATIONS are due
to our 14 new Brothers who were
initiated Friday night.
Sigma Chi's basketball teams
started the season off with
nothing but wins, by beating· SAE
29-20, then stopping KS by a score
of 49-~9. ~XII began with a bang
by whippmg LXA II with a score
of 30-6 and topped the

~k

Talk
·-

Treblemakers 36-28.
A rush party will be held
Friday, January 31 at the
Chapter house on Woodbury
Road at 4:00 p.m . Free beer! to
get to the house, take Highway 50
east past Alafaya Trail to
Woodbury Road, then turn right.
All Welcome!
DELTA DELTA DELTA
On Janauray 24, Tri-Deltas
held a car wash, where $130 was
raised to be put into their

·

scholarship fund. (Women, be
loolCmg for information on the
scholarshiptobeawardedsoonto
-an FTU coed.)
This week, Chrys Grafrath a
Tri-Delta field secretary' visited
the c~apter . She brought many
new ideas and suggestions for
Tri-Delta chapters throughout
the nation.
The sisters and Pledge-Sisters
both worked to heip Tri-Delta win
top honors in scholarship again.
They won for the fourth time in a
"th
row . wi a 3 ·095 average.

:.- --

-. -

~- ·-_;,

__

..

During the special Delta Week
Tri-Delta has been celebrating
a_nd preparing their fall pledgesJSters for their initiation into·
Delta Delta Delta tonight. They
have worked hard and are to be
cong~atulated on their big step.
Tn-Delta wishes to urge all
students to voice their opinion in
support of FTU and in the fight to
tr;: to . keep it a four year
uruvers1ty.
Last but not least Tri-Delta
wishes to thank ATO for inviting
them ~ their social la&: Friday

Country Music Still Alive
By Ike Harrison

sunple-country style. You see,
not everyone left it.

It wo~ldn ' t be right to say that
country music is making a come
back. That would imply that it
had slipped qut of the scope of
popularity and thats the farthest
thing from the truth.
Instead we're seeing a
rejuvenated interest in the
always most popular form of
music - country and western.
Today , many established
electric bands of the acid-rock
and heavy-metal rock are trying
to tone down their tactics and
incorporate a sirnplier game
plan.
This doesn't mean that all
g~OUJ.?S are returning to the

Pure P~aire League was one
such group that decided to stick
to the country.
Instead of the crying lyrics of
the basic country sound Pure
Praire smoothly blends' in its
modern el ~ctric instruments. The
combination yields simple
successful music .
'
Since the release of their first
album , titled simply " Pure
Pr a ire
League ,"
they ' ve
rema!11ed known only to a small ,
but highly devoted audience .
The group's music is extremely
simple but through skillful
arr:angement, the end product is
qmte rewarding.

''Earthquake" ls Disaster
By Richa~d Trock

''An earthquake brings out the
worst in people."
So says George Kennedy, in his
role as a heroic cop . in "Earthquake" playing at the Northga.te 3 Theater. He isn't too far
wrol}g.

W1.th amazing reality, this
movie builds sub-plots.
Charlton Heston an architect
who is having an affair with a
d~ vorced starlet, is also avoiding
his shrewish wife, Ava Gardner
and his father-in-law and boss
_L orne Greene.
'
At the same time, in another
~art of town, Kennedy , unfairly
fired to appease a prominent
citizen, is getting involved with a
daredevil cyclist, Ric;hard
Roundtree, his manager and
Roundtree's beautiful assistant.
Walter Mathau stumbles in and
out as a drunk unaffected by the
tremors.
·
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The problem with the reality in
this picture is that real people
can be very dull., It seems
amazing that a group of people
can so poorly work together
delivering such poorly written
lines.
The tension which comes and
goes in this movie is well
p:oduced through crumbling
h1ghw.ays, tumbling buildings ,
crackmg dams and (shades of
"Towering Inferno ' ) people
in a ?upposedly earthquake-proof
skyscraper.
.
Tne most excmng . effect of
"Earthquake, " a device rented
by the theater, •isensurround, "
shakes the seats in the theater
giving the . patron a greater
feeling of participation in the
film. or course , the movie theater
passes on the cost of " Sen surrol!nd" to the public.
At three dollars a head, you can
a void ''Earthquake" without
missing much .

FANTASTIC & CHEAP
LEASE RAT~ES YOU .CAN
AFFORD SHARE A
TWO BEDROOM FOR 170~

bAJfoxrroff ~:;mu~W~
9 Miles From FTU 436 & Howell Branch Roa~ 671-6710

The selections on the LP are a
balanced variety of music. "Take
It Before You Go " is a southern
rocker with John Call showing
outstanding ability on steel guitar
and " You're Between Me" is one
of the not-too-many tim~s Craig
Fuller steps forward in an
Allman Brothers manner and
lays down some heavy solos of
e lectric riffs .
Side two slows down Ca little too
with an instrumental
" Doc ' s Tune" and " Country
Song " which they begin to
wander somewhat aimlessly
before Powell pulls it together at
the end.
"Bustin' Out,' Pure Praire's
second album , finds Craig Fuller
and fellow guitarist George
Powell the only remaining
original members of the band.
Their second LP shows a much
more refined band, noticeably
more powerful vocally.
In addition, the group comes
tprough with much ·more pCoustic
numbers as in "Jazzman."
"Early Morr;iing Riser " shows
Pure_ Praire at their best . The
mu~h )

cut's-a beautifully blended
combination of · clear, distinct
vocals and fine acoustic guitar.
T~e simple, well presented lyrics
yield an easy listening, involving
song.
Side two.opens with "Falling In
and Out of Love," one of the
p ur est, most well produced
numbers I've ever heard. With a
multiple of back up vocalists, th~
song steadily progresses int.o full
development.
The rest of the side returns to
an easy style much liketheir first
'Amie" and
a lb um with
" Boulder
Skies."
String
arrangements are blended
nicely, not to be over used but
quite effectively accenting the
mu ic.
The album ends with "Call Me
Tell Me," a powerful numbe~
vocally using a small back-up
orchestra.
. Pure Praire League provides a
variety of really nice, easyii·stening music. Their masterful
ability combined with we I lb ala need
selections
offer
satisfaction to a multiple of
music lovers.

TKE is devoting th is week t
the FTU Homecoming. Bo
Herman and company are
building the float while Jo
Gi.cobbee and comp~ny put thei
mmds together (not a Star Tre
pun) to come up with the best ski
that FTU has ever seen.
Fred Cay won the honor of
representing TKE in the Mr.
Legs Con test. Gail Adams a TKE
Little Sister represents TKE in
Ms. Biceps Contest. Linda McDermott was selected to
represent TKE as the Basketball
Sweetheart.
Spirit will be the claim to fame
of.TKE this week as they hope to
wtn the Homecoming Spirit
Trophy. Frank Bailey is working
to make th is year's Annual TKffi
Basketball Tournament the bes
ever.
TKE 1 basketball team is still
undefeated, butTKE2and TKE 3
suffered losses last week.
Last Satur.d ay a hayride and
cookout was planned, but unfortunately the rain forced TKE
to move to Chuck Paderra 's
apartment for music, dancing
and refreshments.
T~e brothers of Tau Kappa
Epsilon -would like to express its
CONGRATULATIONS to their
brother Scott Sherman (also a
wrestler for FTU) who has
recently become engaged!

St. Johns
Metaphysical

Episcopal
Church
·

..

Rev. hip Finzer

(Christian Spiritualist)

Services ,

'/

10 A.M. OPEN FORUM and
Sunday School for Children
11 A.M. Morning Worship,
Holy Communion
and Message Seriice ~

7:30. P.M. Evening Worship and.
Message Service

Ramada Inn East
E. Highway 50 at F.T.U.
·Rt. Rev. Chip Finz~r. Rector
Titusville Ph. 267-5 798

•
You·r Opinion...
voice
come to the
Student Government

SUGGESTl-O N
Gripe Table
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Biology Buildi:ng_ PrevieWed

The new Biology Building, located beside the Nat~ral
Science Building on the northeast of the campus, nears
completion. (Photo by Fred Som~er)

This plaque, located at the main entrance of the Biology
Building, lists governor-, cabinet member, Board of
Regents members and the construction firm. (Photo by
Fred Sommer)

-

-- One of the new labs, located in the new Biology Building
that overlooks the Physicai Plant. <Photo by Fred
Sommer)

,Water faucets are shilouetted against a window in the new Biology Building. In the
background, one of the temporary parking lots is shown. (Phot~ by Fred Sommer)

... .
One of the stairwells in the Biology Building shows that the electricity is now
working. <Photo by Fred Sommer)

The fire alarm system has been put into operation in the
new Biology Building. <_Photo by Fred Sommer)
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PERC To Set Ballo_
t Date
By John Bridges

Efforts by· the faculty of
Florida's state university system
CSUS> to unionize and select an
agent for collective bargaining
purposes, will continue February
24, when hearings are scheduled
to resume.
·

po~er.

The
Public
Employee
Relations Commission (PERC) is
expected to announce rec~nized
bargaining units and set the
ballot date upon the conclusion of
those hearings.
PERC is a five-member board,
created last May and awointed by Governor Askew.
__ _
The commission mediates and
oversees all public employe's
collective b~rgaining practices .
Considerations under
di5cussion in the union issue,
include faculty members' rights
to higher wages, job security and
improved working conditions, as
well as facilities and supplies.
The faculty could also go on
strike, although according to
FTU's Dr. William Esler,
chapter president of the United
Faculty of Florida <UFF),
university faculty strikes are
almost unknown.

The AAUP is "not interested m
assuming power," Adicks says,
".'1st in having a participating
voice
in
university
administration."
"Power is already lopsided,"
Adicks continues, "the faculty
are· the people who know higher
education best, but don't have an
effective voice in decision
makipg."

Expert typing and editing
done on the incomparable
I BM Executive (print like
type). Theses, term papers,
manuscripts,
resumes,
business letters -- · done to
conform to recognized stylerequi r:ements. Cal I · Kathy
Bowen 862-5205.
TUTORING AVAILABLE in
college level English, Social
Science and Business subjects, reasonable rates.
Phone 647-3358.

,,

- ASTROLOGY CLASSES now
forming, call 851-2837 for
information.
Famous
astrological
writer
and ·
forecaster to give accelerated
course.

Will do your typing in my
home, 50 cents per page,
punctuation must be included. Please call Pam at
568-2336.

I.:

WANTED

I

STUDENTS! Earn while you ·
learn. Part -time contact work
affords extra income. For
interview call Jo or Tom
Edwards at 855-4816.

I

Personal

" Somebody has· to get 50 per
cent," Esler said of the projected
mid:~ril election.

- and has stated no supervisor
should interfere, Esler charges
the Board of Regents <BOR> are
diligently working to forestall
collective bargaining _ef~orts.

•

PERSONAL

IMEN & WOMEN

I

i.l.ELP

wANTED

I

TF's GRADS PROF's EARN
$2000 or more & FREE 5-8
WEEKS
IN
EUROPE,
AFRICA, ASIA Nationwide
educational · organization
needs qua I ified leaders for
H.S. and College groups . Send

name, · address,
phone,
school, resume, leadership
experience to: Center for
Foreign Study, P.O. Box 606,
Ann Arbor, Ml 48107.

I

I

FOR RENT

Studio
apartment
on
lakefront. Three miles from
FTU for $125 month. Call
Goldenrod Realtor at 671 6333.

SLEEP_IN SCOTT'S ARMS
Less than one mile from FTU
and
yet convenient
to
Oviedo's many service·s,
11600 Mendel Drive, (off
Alafaya Trail). Furnished l
bdrm apt. for $140 month .
Quiet-well maintained. For
additional information, call
365 -5585.

DUPLEXES-Furn. or unfurn.
north of FTU on
Alafaya Trail at Mitchell
Hammock Road in Oviedo.

4 miles

rr
J 7k ~tt'tu, ~
-~
.
•
: ·

the commencement of spring
quarter.
The BOR Program and
Communications Committee
developed the recommendations,
according to 23 broad Higher
Edu ca ti on General Inform a ti on
Survey <REGIS) categories for
establishing maximum credits
for state funding : Resour<;es
allocated universities are based
on these same REGIS categories.
The survey is conducted annually by the U.S. Office of
Education to obtain information
concerning various aspects of
higher education.
The several hundred academic
disciplines available at institutions are .grouped into the
categories to standardize data
collections.
On the basis of available data,
the BOR says the maximum
credit hours recommended for
funding purposes are sufficient to

II

HELP WANTED

=~·····~···································-.

I•

feel

assure quality programs and are
compatible
with
existing
academic practices at state
universities.
Graduate faculties will still be
able to require students to
complete more credits than the
recommended maximums, if the
faculties feel the additional
credits are necessary in the case
· of specific students or programs.
The BOR plans to study the
number of credits received by
holders of graduate degrees, as
well as the impact of the new fee
schedule on the number of credits
per term · for· which students
registered.
After
two
years,
the
maximums will be reviewed to
determine whether revisions are
necessa·ry. Annual reviews will
be made thereafter .

::-'*".r::;;~===~=~~:;:;:;~:;~~'.;~;:~~¥.$;:::~~:::!:$;;;!::::

II

JOBS ON SHIPS! No experience required. Excellent
pay.
Worldwide
travel.
Perfect summer job or
career. - Send $3.00 for inf or m a t i on .
'S E A F A X ,
Department E-11 P.O. Box
2049,
Port
Angeles,
Washington 98362.

•
•

th~y

The BOR has said

.. Atter the voting's over," Dr.
Adicks said, "we'll have to settle
our differences and get together
under one agent."·
.
Or perhaps, under no agent.

c-las s 1· £1·e'-d ss: ~ ~'i::;;;i:~;;:;:~%:;::~;:;:i:~;~;:;.~;:~:

LAURA
VAUGHN
Congratulations Little Sister
on your initiation into Delta
Delta Delta! Delta Love,
Michelle.

I I•

CONGRATULATIONS
NANCY PERK I NS on being
chosen
TYES
BEST
PLEDGE of 74 -75 . You did a.

Although Governor Askew has
informed the public employes of
their rights to, or not to, organize

The Board of Regents (BOR)
approved recommendations
establishing the maxim um
number of student credit hours
the state will fund for graduate
students in the various graduate
degree programs.
· The maximum credits for state
funding established for Master's
Degree programs ar.e as follows :
Biological Sciences, 6.5; Business
and Management, 65; Communications, 58; Computer and
Information
Science,
63;
Education, 60; Engineering, 65;
Letters
(English),
58;
Mathematics, 63; Psychology,
65; and Public Affairs and Services, 60 .
·
The 1974 Legislature included a
clause in the general appropriations act requiring the
BOR to establish the rules, to
become effective no later than

super job! TYES LOVE, Big
Sis .

I

The faculty member's performance is lessened when efforts must be devoted to·
,publication goals, Esler said.

~as

According to Esler, the faculty
is in general, not dissatisfied but
"enlightened in ways to better
the university."
The UFF is interested in
greater faculty involvement in
administration, including the
hiring, firing, and evaluation of
instructors.
Esler also feels that faculty
suffer from the "publish or

II

collective bargaining is not in the
best interest of the state
university system.

By Marcy Muramatsu

::::.-:::::::_~;;;;=*=:~::;~:::::'~::~:;:;:~;~:;:::j-;;:;$:::t.::::~e~:~<:::.=$:~*:

SERVICES

forms by the administration The
evaluation forms .are presently
filled out by students.

BOR Approves .Grad Hours

The unions are not t~ying to
make an adversary of the administration, Adkicks explained,
"although interests are different.
The AAUP wants to strengthen
existing means of faculty
governments, not replace them,"
Adicks said.

~W}~:?(.:' l~:< -;: ;:?<s: ;: <: ; : :s;:>J%i$'.<:~ :; ~:'~';l:~:li:~:;:;

perish" syndrome, which the
administration uses as a criteria
for pron:ioti~n.

Esler sees better faculty
performance possible with a
stronger sense of job security.
There have been isolated instances, according to Esler, of
misuse of teacher evaluation

The UFF is the chief union
opponent of the AAUP. Dr. Esler
is predicting a run-off election
between the UFF and the "no
agent" vote. UFF membership at
FTU is estimated at 100.

Dr_ Richard Adicks, president
of the FTU chapter of the ·
American
Association
of
University Professors <AAUP),
is hoping for a ·ru~-0ff with the
UFF . Adicks would like to see the
"no agent" vote defeated.
Adicks stresses that although
the AAUP has a small membership (about 1700 statewide in
univ ers!ties), the organization

I

..

has strong support from non- members who will also be eligible
to vote in the agent selection .
Although it has been stated
otherwise, Adicks maintains that
unionizing is not an effort to seize

Pn'gnancy Tests
Pap Smears
Hirth Control
Counseling
Abortions

liO!I E. Colonial Dr. Orlai1do. Fla. :1:!xo:1
:ms-898-0921
XOO-l:l:!-0-lliO
~ lhrs . aDa:\'
Toll Free

1·
•
I
•I
•
•

•
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FOR RENT

I

Reasonable
rates
at
RIDGEWOOD VILLAGE,
365 -3721 anytime.
3 miles from FTU, large 3
bedroom, . 2 bath home for
rent. Central air with wall -towa II carpet, washer and
dryer, large fenced yard . $225
mo. Call 671-0037 or 671-6990.

;&ff11f

For rent across from FTUdeluxe fully furnished l or 2
bedroom apts. with private
patio. Furnished Kitchen
includes dishwasher aod
garbage disposal. Starts as ·
low as $65 per person. For ·
more information call Eric at
277-4675 between 5: 00 and
10 : 00 p.m.

I

FOR SALE

~?///11jtJ~fffl'O
A delicate pattern of 18k gold,
weaves around
a glittering diamond .
"Tapestry" - The
handcrafted touch
by Orange Blossom.

Swalstead
Jewelers

I

CERTIFIED
GEMOLOGIST

YAMAHA 12-string guitar
excellent condition with case·
$125. Also surfboard 7'1" - $30.
Call 423-3022 after 5: 00 p.m.

C.N.A ..BLDG .

ORLANDO

·GA$LIGH~
Apartments
For active young adults. A roomy comfort~ble
apartment in spacious wooded surroundings,
Convenient to school, shopping and entertainment .
Leases Expiring In June Available
.CLUBHOUSE .P00L

.SAUNAi

1 bedroom from Sl40 2 bedrooms from Sl80
2 Blocks No . of FTU Blvd . on Semoran Blvd (436)
Mon. -Sat . 10-7 Sun 12 -6 Call 678-6090

ALLIED MANAGEMENT

; · •.: •

111
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Weekend Foes: W. FLA., Rollins

Knights Bitten By Upset Bug
By Pat Murray

In their final tuneups for
homecoing weekend's action , the
FTU basketball team managed
one victory but found themselves
on the short end of the stick in two
upset losses .
After walloping Florida
Memorial College 97-60, the
Knights fell victim to St. Leo 85-84
and to Edward Waters College 8178.

leaping Mississippi native also
grabbed seven rebounds. Prather
was followed by Bennie Shaw
who added 19 markers and
pl~~~d ~ fine floor game:
tsuJ Corso and Willy Belotte
were the mainstays of the Knight
reb_ounding corps grabbing 13

Against the Lions of Florida
Memorial, FTU fell behind earlyas the visitors employed a fast
break attack to jump to a 14-10
lead. ·

anQ 10 carooms respectively .
E·ach·also figured prominently in
the scoring column with Corso
chipping . in 17 while Belotte
totaled 14.

Shaw topped all scorers with 27
points with Belptte adding 21.
David Green came off the bench
to tally 18 for the Knights including 8 of 10 from the floor .

Percy Stubbs paced the Lions
with 13 points.

in a game played on the road
late Tuesday evening the Knights
wen~ again bitten by the upset
bug. This time Edward Waters
College of Jacksonville turned
the t~ick, nipping FTU, 81-78.

Against St. Leo, The Knights
failed to put their vaunted
defense together and were ambushed by the Monarchs, 85-84.
Leamor:i Allen proved to be a
thorn in the Knights' side all
evening scoring 23 points that
included a 10 of 13 field day from
the floor.

But with the Knights superior
board strength beginning to take
its toll FTU raced to a 42-22
halftime advantage and was
never headed.
Freshman Jerry Prather led
all scorers with 21 points . The

With thefr season ledger now at
8-6 the Knights will be looking

ahead to homecoming weekend.
FTU will host the University of
West Florida tonight and cross-

But FTU's worst adversary on
this evening was to be the foul. In
all, the Knights were whistled for
24 personals and four technical
fouls <two against Coach Torchy
Clark and one ,apiece against
I

The FTU wrestling team
showed no signs of st.aleness as
they easily defeated University of
Tampa 39-3 on Jan. 22.
The Knights' ·previous dual
mat.ch was on Jan. 10 when they
lost to Mankato State 21-14. An
unscheduled layoff was a result
of three consecutive forfeit wins
from Florida State, Bradley and
Southern Tech.
With the Tampa win and the
three gift victories, FTU is riding
a four-game · winning streak,
pushing the season record to 6-3.
The Spartan defeat was a sweet
o.ne for FTU since the hosts went
into the match with a 7-2 mark.
The Knights who haven't seen too
many pin victories this season,
received a pair with the help of
_. Jeff Einerson and Mike Wareing.
Einerson in the 118-pound
match flattened his man, Joe
Spagnola at 5: 15 of their match. _
Einerson had a 4-0 lead before the
clinching
hold.
Wareing
remained undefeated with a 4-0-1
mark as he pinned Shawn Conner
at 3:35 in the 150-pound match.
In other matches, Scott
Sherman received a superior
decision over 126-pounder Dave
Keith 12-1. Pat Murphy's margin
of victory was the result of a point

given for time advantage as he
got by Mark Cramer 2-1 at 134.
At 142, John Theders got a
breather, taking a forfeit win. In

town arch rival Rollins on
Saturday evening. Both games
will be played at Winter Park
High and will start at 8: 00 p .m .
These games will be preceded by
FTU women's basketball action.

<.. .

Matmen Top Tampa,
Run Win Streak To 4
By Joe De Salvo

FTU actually led by as many as
three down the stretch but the
scoring antics of Allen and Dave
Church in the final minute
capped the win for the Monarchs.

Shaw and Belotte).

Benny Shaw

humbled Tassa Karriaki 15-3. Al
Lloyd had complete control of his
190-pound match as he decisioned
Marty Garcia 6-2.
It was no contest in the heavy
weight match as Randy Jessee
ran away from John Reinhardt

liH>.

Coach Gerald Gergley couldn't
stop praising his team when
asked about their performance.
"They worked and drove hard
plus the fad everyone wrestled
real well."

. Coach Gergley
·the 158-pound match, Mike
Shivers got back into action with
a crushing 13-2 superior win over
Tony lppilipo.
After six straight wins, FTU
suffered its only loss of the afternoon in the 167-pound class.
Tom Hammons for the first time
th is season moved to a heavier
weight as he lost to Dave Hauser
8-2. Hauser is one of Tampa's
better if not best wrestler.
It took no time for the Knights
t.o get back to their winning ways
as 177-potlnder Don Carrithers

Commenting on if the Knights
are finally hitting their peak, the
optimistic coach quickly agreed.
"Itcouldn't come at a better time
with some big matches and the
stat.e and national tournaments
coming up."
The Knights will get a big test
this Sunday when All-American
Fletcher Carr brings his Kentucky Wildcats to FTU. The _
mat.ch will begin at 2 p.m. in the
VCAR.
Carr , who gained national
honors while wrestling at Tampa
before graduating two years ago,
has molded a tough Wildcat
squad. The Wildcats were 10-3
going into this month's action .
What does Gergley think of the
upcoming
match,
"We're
ready."

Sheridan Becht

Weightlifters Cop
FSU Tourney
Catharsis ,
the
FTU
weightlifting team, took first ·
place honors in the Florida Open
Weightlifting Championships,
last Saturday in Tallahassee·.
Senior
Sheridan
Becht ,
weighing at 132, broke his personal record on the snat.ch event
with a 145 pound lift.

· lJoug Walker , a sophomore ,
lifting in his first meet of the
season alsO' broke his personal
mark in both the snatch and clean
and jerk events.
FTU topped Florida St.ate by 10
points with Tampa taking third
and Florida placing fourth.
Since their formation in 1973,
Catharsis has taken first place in
all but one Florida meet.

-

Tight Race Evolves In
IM B-Ball Race
By Monte Shoemaker

As the men's intram.ural
basketball season entered its
second week, all three leagues
were paced by three or more
te ams with unblemished records .

INTRA.MURAL BASKETBALL
AS OF JAN. 27, 1975

LXA's Tim Buchanan eyes bucket for two points. LXA
went on to beat PK.A 46-22. <Photo by Alan Geeslin)

Only Mafia from the Gold
league had not played at midweek.

Faculty-Staff
Individuals
SXll
Beaver Shooters
Freudian Slips
. TKE Ill
Troublemakers
LXA II
f'eather Merchants

Frate r nity
ATO
TKE

2-0
2-0
2-0
2-0
0-1
0 l
0-2
0-2

LXA

sx
ATO, TKE , LXA , and SX were
ti ed with 2-0 records in the
fraternity league. Faculty-Staff,
Individuals , and SX II had
ma t.ching ledgers in the Black
league while th e Gold league was
lead by God Squad, Headhunters
and ROTC and ATO V with 1-0
marks .

Black

XO
OTO

P!<A
KS
SAE

0- 2
Gold
God Squad
Headhunters
ROTC
ATOV
Crew
Femi es
TKE Ill
Blues
Mafia

l -0
1-0
1-0

1-0
0- l
0- 1
0- l
0-1
0-0

2-0
2-0
2-0
1- 1
1- 1

0- l
0-1
0-2
0-2
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Crew Seeks
8-M.a n Crown
- - - -

By Walt Morris

The FTU Crew Team is hoping
to make it two national championships in a row this year.
However, this time the team has
its sights on the eight-man
championship.
•'We showed we had the four
bestmen in the nation last year,"
boasted FTU Coach Dennis
Kamrad. "But now we've got to
find four more men to go with
them to make an eight-man
shell."
Kamrad will try to build a team
around Bob Garapic, Ralph
Bateman and Benn Horton, the
three returning men from the
national championship team. The
only man lost was Martyn
Dennis.
"Martyn will be hard to
replace,"
said
Kamrad.
"Techn.ically he was a very good
oarsman." Dennis is now the
coach of the Edgewater High
School crew.
Charles Filko, this year's
captain Bill Barnes, Al Dinnen, ·
Dale Dunn and Tom Tacner will
be the five men Kamrad will look
to fill out the eight-man shell.

FTU's key players (L to R: Joe Lucci, Mike Dezeeuw and Nate Smith) get in a final
practice session for today's season home opener aginst Samford. Match starts at 2
p.m.

"It's hard to name individuals
this year," said Kamrad. "We've
got some of the best people to
work with. At least 14 of the 24
men out for the team could row in
the varsity boat."

..... .

B6oters Match Argentina, 0-0

\

..

'We beiieve we could win the
fours again, btJt we want the
eights," said Kamrad. "If we
could place in the top six in the
eight-man competition for our
program it would be fantastic."
Kamrad believes that FIT and
Rollins will be the top teams in
the state. "They both have good
coaches, great equipment and
good personnel .
"Our biggest pl us is our personnel," the personable coach
said. "Our biggest problem is
that our equipment is not on par
with the other teams in the state.
It's not anyone's fault it's just a
fact. Student Government gave
us money to buy a used shell but
there aren't any in good shape."
Both the men's and worn-en's
teams use the same equipment.
The men practice in the morning
and the women in the afternoon.
"If we get the proper training
and our equipment holds up it will
take a tough crew to beat us,"
Kamrad said.
The men's and women's teams
practice on Lake Pickett. The
teams use Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert
McCree's private dock.
The
women's
team
is
regrouping th is year. There are
15women trying out for the team.
Kamrad, said the women are
working on the basic skills.

Five Teams

Chase Gals
Soccer Title
By Linda Mitchell

Women's soccer began on
Wednesday, January 29, and .
there are already five eager
teams ready to battle for first
place.

The FTU soccer club retained
its 1974 ways of playing excellent
defense and went on to tie the
University of Argentina 0-0 in an
abbreviated exhibition match.

Tri-Delta and Tyes are the
veteran teams returning to the
field this year, having played a
similar game, speedball, last
year. It looks as though Tri-Delta
will be counting on the able feet of
forwards Kim Ackley and Caryl
Curtis to make the scores while
Tyes will be looking to Kim
Drury, Sue Jeary and Arden
Roberson to boot their goals.

The bitterly contested game
was halted midway through the
second half when tempers began
to flare on both sides. The ill
feelings were prompted by the
rough style of play displayed by
the visitors.
Although
the
Knights
dominated the action they were
unable to put any points on the
board before the scuffling occurred.

•
-

The LXA-ZT As also look tough
on the field, with Debbie Spencer
as their goalie. This team is the
Lambda Chi Little Sisters and the
Zetas combined and should prove
to be a tough team to beat.

At the right, Tony Smith heads
downfield while receiving stiff
coverage from his Argentine
opponent. ·
Below, All-American Winston
DuBose records another save in
route to still another shutout.

Entering for the independents
are the Mean Machine and the
Oville Kickers. Both the Machine
and the Kickers have good forwards and should also be tough.
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1975

CaDlpus Glances
GR ANT AWARDED

A grant of $26,900 has been
warded by the National Science
Foundation to FTU t.o conduct a
six-week summer program for
econdary school teachers of
physics and physical science
rrom throughout the nation.
Known as the Project Physics
program, the courses will be
headed by Dr. John R. Bolte,
Associate Vice President for
Academic Affairs and Professor
of Physics. The Se$ioris are
slated to begin June 23, and were
formulated
by
Harvard
University.
The 1975 program will be the
fourth such symposium held at
FTU, and is designed to a$ist
econdary teachers in bringing
new concepts of physics to their
classes through providing a
background in physics and its
history, astron,omy, and methods
and materials .
KAMRAD APPOINTED
Mr . Dennis Kamrad has been
appointed to serve as acting coordinator of the General Studies
Program, a post formerly held by
the late Mr. Richard Ro$.
Kamrad, a General Studies
counsellor was tapped for the
pa;;tion by Dr. John R. Bolte,
Director of General Studies, on
Jan~ary 21 .

RECITAL PLANNED

Dr . Gary Wolf, chairman of the
FTU Music Department, will
perform in a ·solo recital ·wedn esda y, February 5, in the
Humanities and Fine Arts ·
Building's Music Rehearsal Hall.
The program will include works
by Mozart, Beethoven. Rach-

maninoff, Ginastera, Husa, and
Schumann.
Wolf received his education at
Wichita State University and the
Eastman~ School of Music. As a
Fulbright Scholar, he studied at
the Moza rte um in Salzburg,
Austria. He has been featured in
numerous concerts with Florida
symphonies.
Prior to his joining the FTU
faculty, Wolf taught at the
University of Denver and the
University of Southern Florida.

SENTINEL COURSE

A pilot college course program
will be offered by the Sen tine!
Star Company during the spring
quarter.
Enrollment in each of the two,
cla $es, Information Processing
and Public Affairs Reporting,
will be limited to about ten
students, selected by a faculty
committee.
No regular class meetings are
scheduled, but plans call for
students to work eight hours per
week at the Sentinel Star.
Deadline for applications is
February 14, and further details
are available from Dr. Fedler or ·
Dr. O'Keefe.
POOL HOURS

Campus swimming pool will be
open effective immediately for '
use from two o'clock to four
o clock on Monday through
Friday, and from one o'clock to
four o'clock on wee~ends.
REAL ESTATE COURSES

A series of real estate courses
will be offered through FTU to
begin in February. The cou;ses

lead to licensure or certification
by the Florida Real Estate
Commission or Society of Real
Estate Appraisers CSREA).
· ··aa'!:;ses will be conducted in the
evening at the main FTU campus, FTU South Orlando Resident
Center in Central Park and
Montgomery Wards in the Interstate Mall at 1-4 and SR 436.
Principles and Practices of
Real Estate, a course required by
the Florida Tech Estate Commission before taking the real
estate licensing exam, will be
offered starting Feb. 10 at the
Interstate Mall location, from &-9
p.m. on Mon-day and Wednesday.
.

I

A second class in the same
course will begin Feb. 11 at the
South Orlando Center same class
times, on Tuesday and Thursday.
Real Estate Law will be conducted in ENGR 108 on the main
campus, beginning Feb. 11. The
cla $ hours are 6:45-9:45 p.m.,
Tuesday and Thursday.
An Introduction to Appraising
Real Property a SREA course
will begin in mid-February on ~
date to be announced.
Principles of Income Property
also a SREA course
will start in early March. Both
courses will be conducted on the
FTU campus.
Appraising~

Information on enrollment and
tuition in any of the courses can
be obtained by contacting the
Department of Continuing
Education at 275-2123.
CONCERT ANNOUNCED

The J . Geils Band, with special
guest Wet Willie, will be ap-

pearing in concert Saturday
night, Feb. first at the Lakeland
Civic Center at 8:00 p.m.
The concert is a Gulf Artists
production. There will be festival
seating with all tickets $6.00.

SECRET SPffilT

The first person· to say "Beat
Rollins" to the "Secret Spirit"
professor en Friday -January
31st, will be awarded $10 by the
Resident Hall Ass.o ciation
<RHA).
One professor has been
selected from the entire staff at
FTU to bear the special title of
"secret spirit" for
FTU
Homecoming '75.

would not cover spectators in the
event of an accident.
Mahaffey, a private pilot as
well, described the Orlanoo area
as u nfa vora ble for this skydiving
even.t, pointing out the heavy air
traffic generated by -McCoy jet
pert.
.
- ---«I heard plans for a skydiving
event from students," said
Jimmie Ferrell, Coordinator of
Student Organizations, "they
wanted it as a means of gaining
attention in starting a skydiving
club.
"It is not my authorityto say no
to the event," said Ferrell adding he did not wish to se~ the
skydiving event publicized attracting spectators from' the
community who would be
disappointed to find it cancelled.

The secret spirit will inform
RHA of the winner and the award
will be presented at the Star Trek
Daoce, Saturday night.
SKYDIVING CANCELLED

FTU's Hom_ecoming 1975 may
be complete with a pep rally,
basketball game, parade and
dance, but the skydiving event
scheduled to help launch the
"Star 'Ii'ek" affair has been
cancelled.

luxuriow living
along freshwater
shores
Swashbucklers
and landlubbers
~like may find
a leeward•haven
·

apartments
atudio townhowes with lofty

Hunter
Potts ,
Student
Government President, expa ined that the skydiving event
was scheduled to kick off the pep
rally on Friday, adding to the
spirit of homecon:ing.
Mr. John Mahaffey, Legal
Counsel, suggested the skydiving
event be cancelled, because the
University's liability insurance
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